This paper introduces a new higher-order typed constructive predicate logic for fixpoint computations, which exploits the categorical semantics of computations introduced by Moggi [8] and contains a strong version of Martin-Lof's 'iteration type' [ll]. The type system enforces a separation of computations from values. The logic contains a novel form of fixpoint induction and can express partial and total correctness statements about evaluation of computations to values. The constructive nature of the logic is witnessed by strong metalogical properties which are proved using a category-theoretic version of the 'logical relations' method.
Computation types
It is well known that primitive recursion at higher types can be given a categorical characterisation in terms of Lawvere's concept of natural number object [6] . We show that a similar characterisation can be given for general recursion via fixpoint operators of higher types, in terms of a new concept-that of a fixpoint object in a suitably structured category. This notion was partly inspired by contemplation of Martin-Lof's nonstandard 'iteration type' in his domain theoretic interpretation of type theory [ll] . However, the key ingredient which allows the formulation of the concept of fixpoint object is the treatment of 
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computations using monads introduced by Moggi [SI, where there is a distinction between the elements of a type a and computations of elements of that type-the latter being grouped into a new type T ( a ) . Moggi's computational metalanguage XMLT [lo] , contains the following formation rules: a type Let 
M E a Val(M) E T ( a )

x+-E.F(x) E T ( P )
Note These rules, and the others which appear in this paper, are presented in natural deduction style, with discharged hypotheses enclosed in square brackets. Since there are several unfamiliar variable binding operations in the syntax, we will also adopt Martin-Lof's theory of expressions and arities-a Pq-lambda calculus over a single ground type of expressions with abstraction denoted ( x ) e , application denoted f ( e ) and a multiple application such as ( f ( e ) ) ( e ' ) abbreviated to f(e,e'); see [la] , for example. Finally, it should be noted that our syntax is a slight variant of Moggi's.
Intuitively, Val(M) is the value M regarded as a trivial computation which immediately evaluates to itself; and Let x e E . F ( x ) denotes the computation which firstly tries to evaluate E to some value x E a and then proceeds to evaluate CH2897-7/90/0000/0489$01 .OO 0 1990 IEEE 4H9 F ( x ) . These intended meanings are captured by three equational axioms:
Let x+Val(M).F(x) = F ( M )
Letx+E.Val(x) = E Let y+(Let x+E.F(x)).G(y) = Let x-e E . Let A typing statement for these combinators takes the form F : a + P ; an equality statement takes the form F = F' : a + P. The rules for deducing these statements are those for ccc's (see [6] ) augmented by the following rules (where F x G abbreviates (Fst; F, Snd; G)):
(S).
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.1 There are mutually inverse translations between the above combinators, F : a ---t P, and XMLpterms, G, satisfying G(z) E P [x E al.
Combining this proposition with the fact that equational XMLT theories correspond to let-ccc's [lo] , one concludes that the categorical combinators give a simple presentation of this variety of category; in particular, the action of T on morphisms, the monad multiplication and the monad strength are all definable from the combinators.
In terms of the XMLT language, the action of T on a morphism F : a -+ / 3 yields
Similarly, the monad multiplication is defined by :
A concept which is intimately bound up with the correspondence between the metalanguage XMLT and let-ccc's is functional completeness, as used by Lambek and Scott [6] 
The usual category-theoretic considerations imply that the structure fix, U , w is determined uniquely up t o isomorphism, within the given let-ccc, by the above properties. One should also note that U , being the structure morphism for the intial algebra of an endofunctor, is itself an isomorphism. (This fact will be used later in Proposition 3.1.) Using the relation between syntax and category theory discussed in section 1, one can translate the definition of a fixpoint object into a corresponding extension of the metalanguage XMLT. This entails adding a new type fix, together with the term-forming and equality rules shown in Figure 1 . The last rule in this figure, which expresses the uniqueness of It,(F), will be redundant in the full FIX logic of section 3: it is derivable from the induction rule for fix introduced in that section. Fixpoint objects are so called because they enable one to define fixpoint combinators at all types of the form a+T(P).' [x E T(Q:>l
Figure 1: Rules for fix.
In order t o extend the correspondence between category theory and metalanguage, discussed in the previous section, to include fixpoint objects and types, one needs the following result about fixpoint objects in polynomial categories. 
Proposition 2.2 Let C be a let-ccc with a fixpoint object. Then C [ X ] also has a fixpoint object, given b y i @~) ,
SI + RI is just the inclusive subset of R I given
Then the initiality property of R yields the following form of the induction principle, with S R inclusive:
Just as least fixed points are definable using the universal property of the initial (-)*-algebra R, so is Scott's induction principle for least fixed points [16] derivable from the above rule. In order t o formulate this induction principle for a fixpoint object within the metalanguage, we introduce a constructive logic, called FIX, of properties of terms over the metalanguage. Thus there are strong connections between FIX and the traditional 'axiomatic domain theory' of LCF [13] and to Plotkin's approach to denotational semantics using partial continuous functions [15] . However, our logic is inherently more constructive, since it is based on the notion of evaluation of a (possibly non-terminating) computation to a value, rather than on non-termination and on information ordering between (possibly partial) computations. 
Definition of the
@ ( M I Vz +Val( M ) .@( z) vz -+ E .Vy+F(z). Q [ y)
and Vy+ ( Let z +E .F( 2 )) .@ ( y ) * In fact, modulo the other rules, the first of the above rules is equivalent to imposing Moggi's 'mono condition' on the monad, i.e.
Val(M) = Val(M')
The necessity of restricting implication, disjunction and existential quantification is discussed in Remark 3.1.
[n E nut, @( . ) I [e E T(fix),Vn+e.@(n)] @(O) @ ( S u c ( n ) ) N E nut @(a(e>> N E fix
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Figure 2: Rules for nut and fix induction.
and the second rule is equivalent to
(Let x e E . F ( x ) ) = V a l ( N )
The definition of the FIX logic is completed by induction rules for the natural number type nut and for the fixpoint type fix, as shown in Figure 2 . (@ 2 false) ). So consider the proposition @ ( n ) ~( a ( w ) = n ) about n E fix. (In the cpo model, the denotation of this proposition would have to be the largest inclusive subset of R not containing T-but no such subset exists. )
Now this @ ( n ) satisfies the hypotheses of the induction principle for fiz in Figure 2 . For if Vn+e.l(a(w) = n ) holds then l ( w = e ) , since otherwise we could deduce Vn+.w.i(a(w) = n), which is false because Val(n) = w holds for n = a ( w ) . However, as was noted after Definition 2.1, (T is provably a bijection: so from i ( w = e ) we deduce l ( a ( w ) = a ( e ) ) , i.e. @ ( a ( e ) ) , as required. So the induction principle for fix entails that @ ( n ) holds of all n E fix, and in particular of
which is a contradiction.
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The above proof gives weight t o the feeling that the FIX logic resembles a calculus of 'formally inclusive' predicates. We next state metatheorems about our logic of fixpoint computations which witness its constructive nature and suggest its potential as a programming logic. The Existence Property enables one t o produce closed terms of type nut from a computation of a number (i.e. a closed term of type T ( nut)) together with a proof that the computation converges. There remains the possibility that a closed term of type nut is not a value, i.e. a standard numeral. In other words, the strong universal property of f i x looks as though it might create 'non-standard' natural numbers and hence mix the 'total' world of primitive recursive functions with the 'partial' world of unrestricted fixpoint computations at T-types. However, this is not so: The method of proving these theorems is described in the next section.
Theorem 3.2 ('Existence Property') If E is a closed term of type T(cy), then 3 x e E . @ ( x )
is
Glueizg and Logical Relat ions
Before further discussion of the main issues of this section, we shall describe briefly two results which form a bridge between previous work and new ideas involving logical relations. 
There is a strong monad on L r ( r ) which sends an object ( D , g , a ) 
M e E N -+ F ( M )
M-+Val(M) N-+(Let z-+E.F(z))
and in which there are modified rules for the bounded quantifiers.
(iii) FIX is not an 'integrated' logic-proofs of propositions are external to the system. Undoubtedly something to aim for is a system combining features of FIX with those of the Calculus of Constructions [l] , obtaining both the 'terms-as-computations' and 'terms-as-proofs' paradigms in a single (consistent!) system.
(iv) FIX establishes a novel approach to fixed point equations at the level of functions. We plan t o investigate whether this approach extends t o the practically important level (for the semantics of programming languages) of fixed point equations for types.
